ere are many nucleation theory-based different mechanisms. ese theories mainly focused on production parameters in the crystallization and less on physical properties of crystals. In this research, a new model of contact nucleation theory coupled with the breakage mechanism of crystals is applied to describe the collision process in sodium chloride crystallization. is coupling nucleation model is presented here which relates the number of contact-collision site in nucleation owing to collision rate and the interfacial energy. F 2 in the expression of the classic contact nucleation rate is redefined as a power function with the physical properties of crystals and breakage propensity. e experiment results indicate that crystal breakage propensity has a significant influence on the nucleation rate. Finally, analysis of the contact nucleation kinetic model and comparison with experiments reveal that the new nucleation model results are in better agreement with experiments. is new nucleation model is confirmed to represent the time-dependent collision behavior. e parameters of model are strongly related to the physical properties of crystal and fluidization conditions.
Introduction
e process of fluidized crystallization has the characteristics of variable crystal movements and complex fluidization behavior. Hence, it has received more attention due to its high mass transferring efficiency and well multiphase mixing compared to stirring-type crystallizer. Nucleation is a crucial step in crystallization. It can be categorized as heterogeneous, homogeneous, and secondary. Heterogeneous or homogeneous nucleation is self-generated. Secondary nucleation appears mere because of the presence of parent seed crystals. It mainly includes fluid shear nucleation and contact nucleation [1] . e fluid shear nucleation demonstrates that fluid stress forces the effect of production of secondary nuclei, presumably by shearing fragments from the surface of seed crystal [2] . e contact nucleation was termed also as collision breeding or collision nucleation. e collisions or contacts between crystals have visible effects in the parent crystal. e fragmentation produced by collision leaves impressions on the crystal surface. e contact nucleation is the most important mechanism of nucleation. A large number of fragments produced by mechanical contact become the source of nuclei and influence the crystal size distribution [3] . is type of nucleation should be particularly active in the high-supersaturation regions of an industrial suspension crystallizer.
ere are many factors that influence contact nucleation but one of the most important ones is the breakage. In an FBC, the crystals are in dynamic motion and subjected to mechanical stresses caused by collisions, thereby resulting in crystal breakage. In this procedure, the crystals can have deformation and break. Breakage is mainly a consequence of collisions with other crystals. e appearance of this phenomenon depends on the intensity of collision and the physical properties of the crystal. Owing to the breakage between crystals due to too strong collision force, a great quantity of fine fragments is produced in solution and triggers secondary nucleation. Breakage appears widely during the crystallization, which has a significant influence on the final quality of the product. Not only that, but the fluidization conditions may also alter significantly. Furthermore, the fragments produced by breakage can generally cause serious problems such as equipment blocking, potential damage for downstream equipment, and environmental pollution [4] .
Due to the lack of understanding of the mechanism of crystal breakage, the prediction of nucleation rate often fails to give accurate values. erefore, the influence of crystallization kinetics and breakage mechanism on nucleation needs to be thoroughly understood so as to evaluate the operation performance of fluidized bed crystallizer. As per the valuable literature, there is no systematic report available on nucleation kinetics involving breakage theory of crystals. In this research, the objective of the present work is to develop a nucleation kinetic model considering the fragmentation effects produced by the collision process in nucleation of crystals.
is is followed by experimental measurement of the breakage of sodium chloride crystals in a laboratory-scale fluidized bed crystallizer using different circulation flow rates and residence time.
The Classic Theory of Crystal
Contact Nucleation e nucleation rate of crystals is determined by the secondary nucleation property of the crystalline material and the fluid flow characteristics of the solution in the crystallizer. e contact nucleation process for sodium chloride crystals is shown in Figure 1 . e deformation rate of nuclei originating from collisions is determined by the surface morphology of the crystals, collision energy, and collision frequency. e impact of energy and frequency is investigated by the characteristics of the crystallizer and crystal suspension. Botsaries discussed that the growth properties of crystal nucleus produced by the collision process seem to be distinct considerably from those of larger crystals, and B s is calculated on the basis of theory [5] :
where B s is the nuclei formation rate, originating from secondary nucleation in crystallization. e nucleation expression can be divided into three parts: the energy transfer rate to crystals by collision (E T ), the number of fragments produced per unit of transferred energy (F 1 ), and the fraction of fragments to form nuclei (F 2 ). Due to the lack of understanding of the nucleation mechanism, the above two functions cannot be represented by mathematical equations. It is recommended to use an exponential function that includes supersaturation or fluid shear forces. Based on the Botsaries model, the nucleation rate is defined by the following equation [6] :
where K B is the secondary nucleation rate constant. e exponent in the above equation indicates the nucleation order. ese are empirically fitted coefficients and represent the degrees of freedom of the model in this paper. e constants Δc and M T represent the supersaturation and suspension density, respectively. e secondary nucleation rate constant is expressed as
where the symbol k 0 is the preexponential factor [7] , E denotes the corresponding activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, and f(Geom) is a function of the crystallizer geometric size. Since the crystallizer has a similar geometry and size, the feature size parameter λ is introduced to simplify the following expression [8] :
e value of nucleation rate can be evaluated as a function relation of solution supersaturation (Δc), suspension density (M T ), and fluid shear force (N) from the correlation reported by Mucci:
e assembly nucleation rate is estimated as the sum of primary nucleation rate and secondary nucleation rate (this paper shows that the fluid shear force is expressed by Reynolds):
The Crystal Breakage Model

e Collision Parameter.
e collision force between crystals can not to be neglected in the process of contact nucleation. It is important to make a theoretical analysis for this force to understand how they can affect breakage. It can be calculated by Newton's law:
where l denotes the characteristic length of crystal, V is the collision rate, and ρ is the crystal density. It is hard to calculate the differential part of above equation (crystal acceleration: dV/dt). For this reason, the peak collision time t p is introduced to simplify the expression based on a twopoint difference method:
t p stands for the time spent from the initial collision until the force attains its maximal value. By substituting equation (8) in (7) , the following expression is obtained: 2 Journal of Chemistry
e peak collision time t p plays a significant role in the collision process. t p can be deemed to include the elastic and plastic period. In the elastic times, the collision force of the contact zone rises into the certain value at which plastic flow arises. In the plastic times, plastic flow takes place until the relative rate between the two crystals goes to zero under the combined effect of plastic and elastic forces.
Because the plastic flow happens at the initial period during the collision process of crystals, the plastic time is the leading factor. e peak collision time driven by plastic collision has been expressed as follows [9] :
where H is the hardness of crystal and d denotes the crystal characteristic size. e peak collision time can be approximately evaluated as follows:
To summarize, it is found that the peak collision time is directly proportional to the crystal size and inversely proportional to the crystal hardness. Meanwhile, the collision rate does not seem to have no effect on the peak collision time.
e Impress Size of Crystal.
e impress size of crystal produced by plastic flow is the fundamental analysis of the indentation fracture. It is the direct feedback of crystal to collide. e impress size of collision a can take the form approximately in line with the hardness and collision force [10] :
Equation (12) provides a simple functional relationship between the size of impression and collision force. Substituting equation (12) into equation (9), we can obtain the consummate form of impress size expressed by the peak collision time:
It is found that the size of impression can predicted by t p . We can continue to simply the above function by substituting equation (13) into equation (11) . Finally, the impress size of crystal is estimated based on the crystal density, crystal characteristic size, and collision rate using the following equation:
Analyzing equation (14), we conclude that impression size of crystal depends on material properties and geometry.
It increases as the crystal density, crystal characteristic size, and collision rate increased, and the opposite tendency is presented with hardness.
e Parameter of Crystal Breakage Model.
In fluidized bed, crystal breakage produces a great quantity of fine debris. In general, the breakage mechanisms can be explained by indentation fracture of crystal surface. For indentation fracture, the crack extension mainly relies on the strain energy release rate. However, an understanding of crack extension has not been explored so far due to the sophisticated mechanisms of crack deformation. In this research, it is suggested that the formation of crack takes place after a certain amount of stress is introduced. e form of crack extension can be written in the following form:
where K c is the critical stress intensity factor and c is the length of crack. e crystal materials have been investigated that the collision loss to a corner of a single crystal is in the form of plastic deformation, followed by the formation of tiny debris from the surfaces with the collision point nearby. e process of collision is displayed in Figure 2 . e collision leads to an impression zone on a plane parallel to the crystal surface. e fractional loss per collision is estimated by the following equation:
where h is the depth of crack. To simply this research, the crack depth is approximately equal to the length of crack (h ≈ a). Substituting equations (15) and (16) into equation (10), the fractional loss per collision can be given by the following equation:
where η is defined as a dimensionless breakage propensity parameter that involves the relevant physical properties of the crystal. is crystal breakage model is deduced on the basis of indentation fracture theory. e fractional loss per collision is considered to be determined by the breakage propensity parameter.
e Nucleation Kinetics
Coupled with the Crystal Breakage Model. In this work, the contact nucleation kinetics coupled with the crystal breakage model is applied to describe the crystallization process of sodium chloride crystal. We proposed a new approach for evaluating the collision behavior of crystals occurring in nucleation. is method is based on the energy balance approach. e kinetic energy of the crystals before collision is defined as
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where N is the number of crystals in the contact nucleation and m is the mass of crystal. Assuming the collision area of each contact site is approximately the same, then
where N B is the number of contact-collision site, Γ is the interfacial energy of contact site, and A is the area of each contact-collision site. e mass of crystal can be expressed by crystal volume and density:
Substituting m of equation (20) into equation (19), N can be written as follows:
e contact area can be expressed as a function of the crystal physics properties and the interface energy from which the contact area A can be given as follows [11] :
where v is Poisson's ratio. Substituting A in equation (22) into equation (21), the ratio of number of contact-collision sites to crystals can be expressed as
Meanwhile, the relationship between the interfacial energy, elastic modulus, the critical stress intensity factor, and Poisson's ratio can be written from the following functional form:
Substituting (1 − v 2 ) of equation (24) into equation (23), Equation (23) can be rewritten as
After substitution of equation (17) into equation (25), the form of the relationship between number of contact-collision sites and crystals can be expressed as
As it will be shown in equation (1), F 2 in the expression of contact nucleation rate generally depends on the properties of the contact nuclei produced by the collision. ese properties mainly involve characteristics of growth, collision process, and deformation of nuclei. Assuming the number of contact-collision sites has certain function in relation with the fraction of nuclei, and it then follows that
is new nucleation kinetic model involves the process operating conditions of the crystallization system and the changes of crystal physical properties caused by the collision process. e contact nucleation kinetics can be developed on the basis of the concentration driving force called supersaturation, breakage propensity, and relevant physical properties of crystal.
Experiments
Experimental Setup.
e experimental drawing of fluidized bed crystallizer is shown in Figure 3 . Recirculation pumps are used to introduce the supersaturated solution near the bottom of the FBC. e temperature inside the crystallizer is controlled with a temperature probe. e experiment is conducted at room conditions. e supersaturated solution is pumped upward to guarantee fluidization of the crystal seeds in order to prevent cementing [12] . A buffer tank between crystallizer and heat exchanger guarantees that the solution has no seed crystals. After leaving the buffer tank, the fluid is introduced to the heat exchanger, where it is saturated again by reducing the temperature. By using the pH probe, it is also critical to prevent cocrystallization of other components in solution.
e crystallizer expansion is controlled by adjusting the internal circulation rate. e large crystals accumulating at the crystallizer bottom are withdrawn and are oven-dried at 130°C for about 2.5 h. en, sodium chloride crystals are harvested.
e properties of crystal are concluded in Table 1 .
Experimental Method for Nucleation Rate.
Nucleation refers to the composition of tiny crystals from fine seed. In an FBC, the breakage of crystals is deemed to occur merely due to fluid stress and not due to collisions between small granules [13] . e generation of tiny nucleus debris by fluid stress is also contained in the nucleation rate. e crystal mass on different aperture sieves can be analyzed after separating by sieving, and the number of crystal particles of different sizes can be calculated. e number of crystals on each sieve is also calculated using equation (28), and the calculated results are summed to obtain the total number of crystals (N all ). Crystal nucleation rate (B 0 ) can be expressed by equation (29):
where ρ c is the crystals density, m s is the crystal mass on each sieve, and τ is the experiment time. e Sauter mean diameter (d 32 ) is usually used as the mean particle size. Sauter average size in an FBC can be expressed as follows:
where n i is the number of the crystals of size d i on ith aperture sieve. e coefficient of variation (C.V.) is a statistical measure of the dispersion of data points in a data series around the crystal mean particle size. e coefficient of variation represents the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean particle size, it is a useful statistic for comparing the degree of variation from one data series to another, and it can be given by the following equation:
(31)
Results and Discussion
e Influence of Process Conditions on Crystal Breakage
Metastable Zone Width and Induction
Period. e saturated solution of sodium chloride is prepared on the basis of solubility data. In this research, the metastable zone width of sodium chloride is measured by the conventional polythermal method [14] . e breaker with saturated solution is placed on the constant temperature bath. e solution is heated to 10°C above the saturated temperature for homogenization. e cooling is carried out until observation of the first crystal after attaining the stabilization. e temperature at which the crystal appears is defined as the nucleation temperature. is experiment is carried out for the solution saturated at 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70°C. Repeated trials are performed to ascertain the correctness of the observed results. e difference between the saturated temperature and the nucleation temperature considered to be the metastable zone width of the crystallization is shown in Figure 4 . It can be concluded from Figure 4 that the solubility increases with an increase in temperature and nucleation temperature increases with the increase in concentration. And the metastable zone width is broader at lower temperature and narrow at higher temperature of the solution. e degree of nucleation rate not only depends on the intermolecular distances of the solute particles in the solution but also on its concentration. e stability of solution with wide metastable zone width is useful for the crystallization. e time spent between the achievement of supersaturation and the appearance of first nucleus in solution is known as the induction period, as shown in Figure 5 . e research of the induction period under supersaturation gives a guidance to control the nucleation rate for obtaining high quality crystals. In the present work, the direct vision observation method is applied to measure the induction period. Figure 6 displays the relationship between induction period with the solution supersaturation. It shows that the induction period decreases with supersaturation which suggests that the nucleation rate increases.
e Circulation Flow
Rate. In general, there are two breakage modes for crystal in FBC: fragmentation and surface abrasion [15] . To determine the breakage modes in this study, the experiments are performed with four different circulation flow rates. Figure 7 shows the crystal size distribution (CSD) retained after 1200 s, 2100 s, 3000 s, and 3600 s of residence time for the different circulation flow rates, which indicates clearly that the crystal fragmentation mechanism predominated. Figure 7(a) shows that, for a given residence time, the mass fraction of crystals in the size range 0.245-0.269 mm is larger for a circulation flow rate of 0.3454 m/s compared with other flow rates. It can be concluded that a boundary layer is formed on the surface of crystal, and increasing the flow rate will result in a thinner boundary layer, which is more conducive to crystal growth. When the flow rate is too high, the high circulation flow rates trigger more crystal-crystal interactions. ese interactions lead to a large amount of crystal debris to be generated, resulting in an increase in the mass fraction of small crystals. In Figures 7(b)-7(d) , the mass fraction of crystals with larger diameters is less at a circulation flow rate of 1.3816 m/s than those of the other flow rates. ese results indicate that the probability of breakage of crystals with large size is increased at higher circulation flow rates and longer residence times.
To better evaluate the effects of the process condition on the breakage of the crystal, we discussed the threshold size distribution of crystal. Figure 8 displays the relationship between mass fraction of crystals less than 0.245 mm and residence time. It can be seen that the production of crystal less than 0.245 mm promoted increasing residence time. Meanwhile, the generation of fine debris is greater at a circulation flow rate owing to greater collision of crystals. We found a sharp decrease in crystal mass fraction at a residence time of 3600 s. is can be ascribed to the long period of operation of the fluidized bed, resulting in some small crystals being washed away.
is situation is also reflected in the variation trend of mass fraction of large crystal (Figure 9 ). So the proper operating time is also a significant factor to be considered in fluidized crystallization.
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) images represent the CSD, and shapes are displayed to clearly illustrate the breakage mode. As shown in Figure 10 , the seed crystals are roughly spherical and have a smooth shape. After breakage, the number of small debris increases significantly. It can be concluded that there are in good agreement with the CSD in Figure 7 .
e Sauter Mean Size and the Coefficient of Variation.
e Sauter mean size is investigated to better explain the continuous breakage of crystal in an FBC. Table 2 shows the number of crystals at each sieve size. e Sauter mean size can be obtained by applying equation (30). As can be seen in Figure 11 , due to the breakage of crystal, the Sauter mean size has a certain degree of reduction at all circulation flow rates when residence time is longer than 2100 s. It can be attributed to that the higher residence time promoted crystal-crystal collisions and abrasion of the crystals resulted in reduced crystal diameters. Figure 12 shows the time-dependent change of the coefficient of variation of crystal. e larger the coefficient of variation (C.V.) of the crystal, the wider the crystal size distribution; the smaller the C.V., the narrower the crystal size distribution, and the more uniform the crystal size. In 2100 s, the coefficient of variation at all flow rates reached the lowest point. It shows that the size distribution of crystals is the most uniform at this time. Meanwhile, the C.V. increased to 0.287 at a circulation flow rate of 1.3816 m/s. ese results indicate that smaller particles with a broader size range are generated at a higher circulation flow rate. Meanwhile, the best residence time (2100 s) is given according to the experimental results and analysis. e following studies on nucleation kinetics are based on the above results. Figure 13 shows the relationship between collision rate and crystal breakage propensity. It can be demonstrated that the collision rate between crystals has a significant effect on the crystal breakage process. In Figure 13 , it is concluded that increasing the crystal collision rate increased the tendency of crystal breakage. With the increasing collision rate, the kinetic energy increases and hence is more likely to exceed the inherent strength of the crystal. Particle strength is the minimum amount of stress that may be applied to a particle to cause macroscopic damage to the particle structure [16] . It has been generally found that crystals can break at certain impact energies through the propagation of meridional cracks, producing a number of large fragments. is response of the crystal is specific to the physical properties and morphology of the crystal. If other variables are constant, increasing collision rate has been shown to increase the magnitude of crystal attrition and breakage observed across a range of materials. e breakage caused by crystal collisions can lead to a large amount of fine debris, which not only triggers secondary nucleation but also ultimately affects product quality. In summary, it is widely accepted that, in order to minimize the degree of crystal breakage occurring within an FBC, a collision rate as close as is possible to the saltation rate should be used. Figure 14 shows the nucleation rate of crystal as a function of the breakage propensity. As can be seen, for a given supersaturation, the greater the tendency of breaking of crystal is, the higher the nucleation rate of crystal appearing is. e collision rate and properties of crystal have a significant influence on the breakage propensity. It is dependent on the incident kinetic energy. As mentioned earlier, the crystal breakage propensity is based on the assumption that, on each collision, the rate is sufficiently high to form lateral cracks on the crystal surface. e fracture surface of crystal is deformed due to the kinetic energy produced by collision. ese surfaces have minimal fracture energy owing to the surfaces that have mainly cleavage planes. erefore, the fraction of energy is small to generate a large amount of crack on the surface of crystals. Once a crack is formed, it propagates along a cleavage plane rapidly with a lower resistance and kinetic energy. Eventually, the formation of a large amount of debris leads to an increase in nucleation rate. ese fractures cause the formation of large amounts of debris and trigger secondary nucleation leading to an increase in nucleation rate. Tables 3 and 4 , the nonlinear regression fits provided by equation (6) and equation (27), demonstrating that the Botsaries model and coupled model describe the nucleation data well. e correspondence among experimental and two kinds of theoretical nucleation kinetics rate is shown in Figure 15 . As shown previously, the Botsaries model suggests that the nucleation rate is proportional to the supersaturation, the suspension density, and the Reynolds number. ese factors are all fluidized conditions rather than physical properties of the crystals. Hence, the Botsaries model has limitations in predicting the nucleation rate, making it necessary to obtain more precise experimental results in FBC for a more complete model. As can be seen, compared with the Botsaries model, the nucleation rate of sodium chloride predicted by the coupled model is demonstrated to correlate more closely to the experimental results, especially at high supersaturation in solution, deviating by less than 10%. 
e Influence of Crystal Breakage on Nucleation Kinetics
e Collision Rate.
e Influence of Crystal Breakage on Nucleation Rate.
e Comparison of Nucleation Rate. As shown in
Conclusion
e aim of this article is to derive a new kinetic mathematical model of the contact nucleation of crystals that relates the number of crystal-crystal contact-collision sites to the crystal physical properties as represented by breakage propensity.
Hence, this study investigates the relationship between crystal contact nucleation and breakage process in FBC experiments. e effects of various operational parameters on crystal size distributions and breakage in an FBC are studied in detail. Our results indicate that the circulation flow rate and residence time are the main parameters that influenced breakage. e generation of fines caused by contact increased considerably as the circulation flow rate and residence time are increased. ese debris will greatly increase the chance of secondary nucleation. From this perspective, we propose a nucleation kinetic model that takes into account the crystal breakage propensity. is nucleation kinetic model is based on the assumption that the work required for collision-contact sites have function with incident kinetic energy. It involves not only the technological condition of crystallization system but also the changes of crystal physical properties caused by the collision process. e results indicate that the coupled model gives a much more precise description of the crystal breakage process in contact nucleation.
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